The search for data indicative of taxonomic lins, and various subfractions thereof. The relationships has led to the study of many charnomenclature of the various components is acters. In addition to comparative morpholusually determined by their electrophoretic ogy some systematists have utilized ecology, mobilities with reference to normal human behavior, serology, and biochemistry as clues plasma. Thus, albumin is the fastest fraction, to the degrees of genetic relatedness among alpha-globulin the next fastest and gammaorganisms. Because protein molecules are priglobulin the slowest. The identification of mary gene products it is logical to assume that plasma proteins under different conditions can comparisons among homologous proteins from be difficult ( There are several discrete beta-globulins, Most of the research on plasma proteins has most of which have unknown functions. The dealt with human material although there has best known of these are the transferrms. been a great deal of work on other mammalian Transfer&, also called siderophilin, is an ironspecies and the domestic fowl, Callus gallus. binding protein with a molecular weight of
carbohydrate prosthetic groups (Williams 1962b). Fibrinogen, the blood-clotting protein, is another beta-globulin. It is a large molecule with a molecular weight of 341,000 and an isoelectric point of pH 5.8 (Phelps and Putnam 1960).
The electrophoretically slowest group of plasma proteins are the gamma-globulins. However, they frequently have electrophoretic mobilities which overlap those of the betaglobulins, making identification difficult. Unlike the alpha-and beta-globulins which break up into discrete fractions, gamma-globulins migrate in a broad area over a given range of the electrophoretogram regardless of the technique used. Biochemical tests confirm that gamma-globulin is a series of different molecules isoelectric in a continuous range from pH 5.7 to 7.3 and having molecular weights near 170,000 (Phelps and Putnam 1960; Porter 1960). Most of the antibody properties of plasma are associated with the gamma-globulin fraction.
Considering the wide range of antibodies carried by mo' st animals, the difficulty of chemically defining the gamma-globulins can be understood.
All of these fractions have been found in many other animals but they constitute varying proportions of the total plasma and often have different electrophoretic properties. This sample should be adequate to determine whether or not the electrophoretic patterns of avian plasma proteins vary in a manner which is consistent with and indicative of taxonomic groupings.
To be useful in the determination of genetic relationships, a taxonomic character must show consistent similarities among closely related species and consistent differences between species less closely related. In the present study many species from many families were sampled repeatedly to determine the amount of variation present in taxa of different categorical levels.
The evaluation of the similaritia and differences among the patterns was accomplished by inspection, giving due allowance for variation in the concentration of samples and the effects of denaturation, polymorphism, and other taxonomically non-significant variability.
The presence and absence of-stained bands or areas and the relative mobilities of the maior components were given principal weight in the assessment of the patterns. non-significant variation from the patterns, we find that they are remarkably similar in all birds. The patterr ' ' * ' ' Iillustrate this poir taxonomically use sistent similarities i and consistent dii related ones. Instc of different specie: ural family, are sor one another, and t species representi example, figure 2 variation among t of 9 species of tyrs The egg-white p press) and hemogl of the Tyrannidae U" 11°C 011""" UUbII *UIIULIV*.. On the contrary, these two protein systems indicate that the Tyrannidae are not only related to one another but to other families of New World non-oscine birds as well. The superficial variation in the plasma protein patterns of the Tyrannidae in figure 2 is almost as great as in the entire Class Aves.
RESULTS

Our
It thus appears that the variations in the electrophoretic patterns of avian plasma proteins do not correspond to the accepted families and orders. Because many other characters, including the egg-white proteins and hemoglobins, do show such correspondence in the majority of cases we are compelled to conclude that the observed qualitative and quantitative variation is due to taxonomically nonsignificant factors. Among these, presumably, are age, sex, condition of health, degree of starvation, reproductive condition, and perhaps others. The transferrins and ovalbumins, as noted above, are prone to exhibit genetic polymorphisms which add to the variability.
From the electrophoretic patterns alone it is not possible to determine the degree of similarity among the plasma proteins of different groups of birds but it is our impression that there is a basic pattern composed of the main components. Some of these vary in quantity in different individuals but all are present in normal patterns. This basic pattern seems to be about the same in all groups of birds. At least we cannot detect consistent similarities and differences which are readily correlated with taxonomic groupings. The variation superimposed upon this basic pattern mainly reflects the physiological functions of the plasma proteins and is consonant with the known or suspected roles which these substances play in the life of the organism.
Our A promising approach for future studies of plasma proteins is the comparison of the peptides produced by specific proteases, such as trypsin. Plasma albumin and other major fractions may yet yield information of value in the higher category systematics of birds. Such studies will be preparatory for eventual comparisons of the complete amino acid sequences of such molecules.
SUMMARY
Comparisons of the starch gel electrophoretic patterns of the plasma proteins of approximately 450 species of birds revealed a high degree of individual variation superimposed upon a common basic pattern. No obvious correlations between pattern types and taxo-nomic groups were found. Some of the variation is apparently due to such factors as sex, season, age, condition of health, and polymorphism. Although the one-dimensional electrophoretic patterns of avian plasma proteins do not provide useful information pertaining to higher category relationships, they may be useful at the lower levels.
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